Overblocking and underblocking in network level filters
1. Introduction
As requested by Claire Perry MP, the Open Rights Group has provided evidence of
overblocking by network level filters. We have also included evidence of unblocking, which we
believe has implications for child protection.
One of the criticisms levelled at Open Rights Group by Ms Perry is that “the campaign once
again from your organisation is that the perfect must be the enemy of the good”. We believe this
is a misrepresentation of our organisation’s position on filters, which we have restated below:
ORG believes that parents have the right to apply network level filters in their households if they
choose to. We acknowledge that they may prevent younger children from accessing some adult
material, accidentally or otherwise. However, ORG believes that parents should be informed
about that flaws that are inherent in filters.
Previously, the Government has presented filters as ‘one click away from safety’,1 which we
think is misleading and potentially harmful. Equally, ISPs in their promotion of filters do not
adequately inform parents about the consequences of filters. We believe that parents should be
warned about:
●
●

Underblocking - which has implications for child protection.
Overblocking - which has implications for child rights, access to information and freedom
of expression.

Providing parents with this information will not necessarily deter them from applying filters but
will help them to understand how filters work and their limits. Giving them this information may
also encourage parents to use other strategies such as actively monitoring their children’s
internet use or talking to them about some of the risks they may be exposed to. This can only be
positive for the UK’s parents and children.
Below, we give evidence of why we think more information needs to be provided about
underblocking and overblocking. The only academic study that has been conducted on UK
blocking, based on our data, says that:
Our findings are particularly stark: we observed that between 30% (for O2) and 82% (for
TalkTalk) of tested URLs were underblocked, while between 2% (for EE) to 6% (for BT)
of URLs were overblocked.2
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2. Our blocked.org.uk project
Our Blocked3 project allows end users to ‘test’ whether websites are blocked by ISP and mobile
network filters. A request is sent from our website to “probes” we own that are installed on each
network. Each ‘probe’ makes a request to the URL for testing, checks if it gets a response, and
compares the response with the network’s standard blocked page. The results are recorded and
returned to a user. The database records any prior blocks, as well as current blocks, at a URL,
for instance:
https://www.blocked.org.uk/results?url=http://www.designerdressingroom.com
This shows that the Designer Dressing Room website was blocked in June 2015, by EE and
Sky, but has since been unblocked.
We show statistics per ISP showing large variations in the extent of blocking by filters at their
recommended setting by each ISP, varying from 4% to 7% of the top 100,000 UK sites. While
this is to be expected, it reinforces the need for prior understanding of the filters by parents.4
We publish the full 3.6 million site dataset of sites tested.5 This has been used by academic
researchers to try to understand the impact of filtering.6 ISPs could use it as a comparator to
detect likely errors.
3. How filters work
Web filters, on networks or devices, block websites that correspond to a ‘blacklist’. As millions of
websites need to be classified as either safe, or belonging to a category that needs to be
blocked, automated commercial tools have been designed to look at web pages, and make an
educated guess as to the kind of material that is contained on the page or website.
A page might contain swear words, racially offensive words and block capitals, and therefore
appear to be hate speech; another site may have words relating to drugs and be classified as
substance abuse; while others may contain words that relate to sex and be classified as
pornography. This classification takes place by machine and is prone to making errors by failing
to understand context. This was once known as the ‘Essex’ or ‘Scunthorpe’ problem as sites
with these words contained in URLs were prone to be blocked.
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Human review is expensive and therefore will only take place when a supplier feels it is needed,
for instance after a mistake is reported by a customer.
4. Underblocking
Filters fail to block all pornography websites and other adult content. This means that even with
filters activated children and young people may still be able to see pornography as explained
below.
4.1 Pornography sites that slip through the filter.
Using our Blocked tool, we have tested a dataset of over 100,000 websites that we understand
to be mostly pornographic websites – it does also include dating, gambling and other sites.
Blocked found that 35,126 of these sites may be blocked by one or more networks but are still
unblocked on others – meaning that households with those filters applied can still access them.
This breaks down by provider as follows:
ISPs

No of unblocked sites that are blocked by
other providers

BT

10700

EE

8276

O2

9676

Sky

10089

TalkTalk

11154

Virgin Media

12030

Vodafone

25589

Attached as a separate document are a few examples of websites that link to pornographic
websites but that don’t appear to be blocked by all providers.
4.2 Pornography that is distributed by social media sites.
Social media sites are not blocked by filters but can be used to share pornographic material.7 As
we understand the current proposals in the DE Bill, these sites would not be expected to apply
age verification.
4.3 Other adult content
There is also other content that is not blocked by filters which may be considered unsuitable for
under 18s. There is inconsistent blocking of such content by ISPs and mobile phone providers.
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For example the BBFC ruled that the website w
 ww.thereligionofpeace.com should be classified
18 because it includes footage of beheadings and “related articles covering topics such as
torture, rape and paedophilia”. In fact there was content that the BBFC “may even refuse to
classify”.8 However, this site is not blocked by Vodafone, TalkTalk KidSafe and Plusnet. Given
the innocuous URL, this is an example of how a child could easily stumble across inappropriate
content even if filters are applied. Examples like this are inevitable, given the impossibility of
thorough human review of all available websites and reliance on textual analysis by machines.
5. Overblocking
In 2014, ORG launched Blocked, a tool that allows anyone to check whether a website is
blocked by Internet Service Providers and mobile phone companies. Prior to the launch, we
tested the 100,000 most popular websites (as judged by Alexa). We found that one in ten sites
were blocked by default filters and one in five were blocked by stricter settings - both figures
suggested overblocking was taking place. As noted in section 2 above, the variation across
ISPs also suggested that there were errors.
More recently, we tested 3 million websites from the DMOZ catalogue9 and have found over
44,000 sites that we believe are blocked incorrectly. We have tested samples of these sites and
found that approximately 10-15% of these blocks appear to be correct, mostly because the sites
are old and abandoned or may contain malware. However, the remaining 85-90% are likely to
be incorrectly blocked. While this may be a small percentage of the websites – approx 1.5% –
there are still implications for access to information and freedom of expression for those trying to
access sites as well as an impact on businesses. Some of these sites provide advice and
guidance specifically for young people. In Appendix 1, we have included comments by website
owners outlining some of the problems they face if their websites are blocked.
Attached separately is a list of 175 sites that we have reviewed and appear to be incorrectly
blocked. This is just a fraction of the 44,000 in our dataset that we believe likely to be incorrectly
blocked. We are going to make this list publicly available to enlist help in checking these sites
and informing website owners when there are incorrect blocks.
One particular issue seems to be that some kinds of content are harder to classify than others.
We have found that drugs and alcohol advice, sexual advice and activism about sexuality for
instance, are easily misclassified as being pornographic or promoting substance abuse.
6. Detecting and correcting errors
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Although UK services now allow errors to be reported, and a service to check whether sites are
blocked exists, this could be improved. In order to check whether a site is blocked, a web
publisher needs to email a request for a check. We think that the service could work much more
simply, for instance with an automated tool.
Many people who try reporting errors to customer services at ISPs find staff who don’t always
understand the problems. We have heard from people who have been told to ‘switch the filters
off’ which obviously does not resolve the problem, if your worry is about other people accessing
your website. One person who contacted Open Rights Group had been told that she should tell
her customers to switch their filters off!
ORG’s work in this regard is vital for many website publishers to be able to understand who
might be blocking their sites and and how and when to make a complaint. We are trialling
improvements to allow people to learn when their sites are blocked via email alerts.
We would welcome the opportunity to work with ISPs and mobile phone providers so that we
can provide automated submissions of overblocked sites for them to check and correct.
Any user can submit a URL to our website, which will then check for blocks on the major ISPs
and phone companies. Our site also supplies the email addresses for error correction.
7. Legal blocking mechanisms
The approach to blocking by filters contrast strongly with the standards set for instance by
blocking of copyright material. While we have concerns about efficacy, transparency and
powers granted to private organisations, there is at least a requirement to assess each website,
subject this analysis to legal scrutiny and provide the possibility of legal action against the party
requesting blocking if damage occurs.
This is to say that filters, voluntarily applied, have their place, but are not a technology that can
currently be expected to take the place of solid legal procedures in order to apply blocking.
EU law requires that a legal framework is in place in order to block websites. It is doubtful that a
legal requirement to filter against automated rules would be regarded as compatible with
fundamental rights, by Luxembourg or Strasbourg.
Appendix 1: Feedback from website owners
The following are comments from just some of the website owners whose sites have been
incorrectly blocked. They point out the harms to their potential users, their businesses and and
web users’ rights.

Maureen Shaw, Founder & Editor-in-Chief, sherights.com10
“In the case of sherights.com, the effect of filtering boils down to advertising revenue, which is
based on site visitors. If people who would normally be interested in accessing our content which focuses on reproductive healthcare, violence against women and LGBT rights - are not
able to view the site, it directly impacts our bottom line. But, more than that, we are concerned
with the message that blocking our site sends: that pro-woman, pro-equality, pro-human rights
subject matter is somehow offensive, inappropriate or otherwise problematic.
Amy Leatherbarrow, Owner, Designer Dressing Room11
“Who knows how many customers have encountered this and potential sales we have lost? We
also offer a re-selling service for our clients which will have been affected. Our website is so
important in our advertising and marketing and this issue is devastating as a business owner.
Derek Williams, UKCIA12
Web “filtering” (censorship) seems designed to silence the drug law reform debate and to
ensure that the only sources of information about cannabis come from government approved
sites.

Brian Cowie, Alcohol Support, Aberdeen
"These filters are ridiculous. How are we supposed to get people help and into therapy when
they need it if they can't get through to us?
"There's no way that I'd want anyone to be unable to reach us. The most important thing
nowadays is not just for people seeking help with their alcohol problems to be able to seek help
- it's also for their families and their children to be able to access support as well."13
Dawn Fyfe, Director of charity SAY Women,14
"We would worry that this would prevent us from getting funding, but the concern is mostly that
service users wouldn't be able to access the information they need to get support. Young people
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who need safe and secure accommodation, or have experience of sex abuse wouldn't be able
to access our information.
Dirk Engling, Chaos Computer Club15
"When these filters were introduced, their abuse was imminent. Today, we are shocked to learn
that they not only block access to our site, but also to our conference. We see this as proof that
censorship infrastructure – no matter for which reasons it was set up, and no matter which
country you are in – will always be abused for political reasons."
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